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In a speech that he delivered in the White House Rose Garden on the morning of April 8,
2021, following four high profile mass shootings – in Atlanta, Georgia; Boulder, Colorado;
Orange, California; and Rock Hill, South Carolina – within just the previous three weeks,
President Biden stated:
Gun violence in this country is an epidemic. Let me say it again: Gun violence in
this country is an epidemic, and it’s an international embarrassment.1
According to the official White House transcript of the speech, this statement was met with
applause. There would be another high profile mass shooting, in Bryan, Texas, just hours
after President Biden delivered his speech. As I began writing this message on April 16,
there had just been another horrific mass shooting, in Indianapolis, Indiana. And as I’m
completing this message on April 19, there’s just been another mass shooting in Kenosha,
Wisconsin.
Technically speaking, gun violence in the United States is not an epidemic. And not just
because it isn’t an infectious disease. According to the CDC, “Epidemic refers to an
increase, often sudden, in the number of cases of a disease above what is normally
expected in that population in that area.”2 The steady increase in gun violence in the
United States over the past half century, including the steady increase in mass shootings,
has not been sudden; and given that we’ve done nothing definitive to stop the steady
increase in gun violence, but instead have allowed both the number and the lethality of
privately owned firearms in our country to steadily grow, the increase in gun violence,
including mass shootings, should not be unexpected.
The more technically proper term for gun violence in the United States would be
“endemic,” which according to the CDC, “refers to the constant presence and/or usual
prevalence” of a serious disease.3 I won’t fault the President, though, for failing to
appreciate the technical differences between an epidemic and an endemic. Very few
people other than epidemiologists recognize this distinction, and for this reason, I often
use the term, “epidemic,” myself to refer to the problem of gun violence in our country, a
convention that I’ll follow in the rest of this message, though with an additional modifying
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adjective.
In describing gun violence in the United States as an “international embarrassment,” I
assume that the President was referring to the fact that the rate of gun related deaths in
the United States is 10 times higher than the average rate in the other high income
democratic countries of the world;4 that the U.S. rate of murder with a gun of high school
age youth is 82 times higher;5 and that the United States is the only high income
democratic country in the world in which mass shootings occur on a regular basis.6
President Biden didn’t specifically mention any of these facts, though, in his speech. Nor
did he mention that other high income democratic countries like Great Britain, Australia,
and New Zealand reacted swiftly and definitively following mass shootings to prevent them
from happening again. It took Great Britain less than two years to ban all handguns after
the 1996 Dunblane Primary School mass shooting,7 and it took Australia and New
Zealand less than two weeks to ban all automatic and semi-automatic long guns after the
1996 Port Arthur and 2019 Christchurch mass shootings, respectively.8 I would have used
much stronger language than the term, “international embarrassment,” to describe the
epidemic of gun violence in the United States. In my opinion, gun violence in our country,
and our failure to take definitive action to stop it, is national disgrace – a tragic, horrific,
inexcusable, and deadly national disgrace.
The remainder of President Biden’s April 8 speech was clearly heartfelt and well-intended
– and vastly superior to anything we heard on the topic of preventing gun violence from
his predecessor in the White House over the previous four years. For this reason, I won’t
use the term “disgraceful” to describe the rest of his speech. The measures that the
President proposed in his April 8 address, though, are woefully inadequate to stop the
shameful epidemic of gun violence in our country. They are also embarrassingly trivial as
compared with the measures taken by other high income democratic countries to prevent
gun violence. They are the same measures, though, that all the other gun violence
prevention organizations in the United States other Americans Against Gun Violence
confine themselves to advocating – or even talking about.
Americans Against Gun Violence is the only national organization that openly advocates
adoption of the kind of stringent gun control laws necessary to stop our country’s shameful
epidemic of gun violence. Such laws include complete bans on civilian ownership of
handguns and all automatic and semiautomatic long guns. If you would like to support
definitive solutions to stopping our country’s shameful epidemic of gun violence, please
join Americans Against Gun Violence, if you haven’t already done so, and please make an
additional contribution, if you’re able.
President Biden’s first recommended action in his April 8 speech was to “rein in the
proliferation of so-called ‘ghost guns.’” Ghost guns” are firearms without serial numbers
that are self-assembled by purchasers who acquire the gun components without
undergoing a background check.9 None of the mass shootings to which Biden referred in
his April 8 address, though, was committed with a ghost gun. There have been a few
mass shootings committed in recent years with ghost guns,10 but most mass shooters
don’t go to the trouble of building a gun themselves when they can easily acquire one that
is already assembled by a commercial manufacturer. The federal government doesn’t
track mass shootings, but Mother Jones magazine does, and the data collated by Mother
Jones show that since 1982, nearly all mass shooters have used commercially produced
guns, which, in most cases, they acquired legally under our country’s lax gun control
laws.11
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There’s no data that I’m aware of regarding the percentage of daily firearm related deaths
and injuries in the United States that are committed with ghost guns, but it must be
exceedingly small. Suicides account for more than half of all gun related deaths,12 and
most suicides are committed on impulse. Even brief waiting periods for purchasing a gun
reduce rates of firearm related suicide.13 I know of only one case of a suicide being
committed with a ghost gun – a murder suicide committed by an engineering student who
self-assembled the gun he used to kill his ex-girlfriend before killing himself.14 He could
have legally purchased the same kind of gun he used in the murder suicide, though,
already assembled, and there was clearly no advantage to him in using a gun without a
serial number. There have probably been a few other suicides committed with ghost guns,
but the time required to acquire the parts and assemble the gun would give most people
who are considering suicide enough time to formulate better options than shooting
themselves for dealing with their depression. Similarly, most gun related homicides are
crimes of passion, committed by individuals known to the victim in the heat of a quarrel or
what would otherwise have been a minor altercation had it not been for the availability of a
gun;15 not pre-mediated murders committed by individuals with the expertise and
motivation to assemble a ghost gun to settle their differences.
The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF) reported recovering 10,000 ghost
guns in 2019,16 but this number probably exaggerates the extent to which ghost guns are
used in crimes since ghost guns are inherently illegal because they lack serial numbers.
The rest of the estimated 400 million privately owned guns in the United States become
crime guns only after they’re actually used in criminal activity.17 And while the number of
ghost guns in circulation may be increasing, the sale of ghost gun components hasn’t put
a dent in the market for commercially manufactured guns. No one knows for sure how
many commercially manufactured guns are sold every year in the United States since
there is no universal requirement for firearm registration, but the number of FBI
background checks performed annually for gun sales is the best indicator we have, and
the number of background checks performed in 2020 reached a record high of nearly 40
million.18
Reigning in the sales of ghost gun components is part of the low hanging fruit, politically
speaking, in the gun violence prevention arena, but even completely eradicating the sale
of ghost gun components would have minimal if any effect in reducing rates of gun related
deaths and injuries in our country.
The second action the President announced was to direct the Department of Justice to
perform an update of the 2000 report by the ATF on gun trafficking in the United States.
The focus of the 2000 ATF report was on tracing approximately 80,000 crime guns,
leading to the conviction of 812 firearm dealers who had sold these guns illegally between
July 1996 and December 1998.19 Forty-five percent of the investigations involved
convicted felons who illegally bought, sold, possessed, or stole firearms. The report
doesn’t state how many of the crime guns that were traced were used to actually kill or
wound someone, however, or what percentage of firearm related deaths and injuries the
traced guns accounted for.
In his speech on April 8, the President claimed that the 2000 ATF report was of “pivotal
value,” and that, “It was an important tool for policymakers when I was in the Senate and
beyond, at all levels, to stop firearms from being illegally diverted into dangerous hands.”
There is no doubt that it is important to prosecute and convict individuals who illegally buy,
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sell, possess, or steal firearms. On the other hand, despite Biden’s claim that the 2000
ATF report was of “pivotal value” in keeping firearms out of “dangerous hands,” the
number of gun related deaths in the United States rose from 28,663 in 2000 to 39,707 in
2019, the most recent year for which complete data are available from the CDC.20 And
according to unofficial data on the website Gun Violence Archive, the number of gun
related deaths rose even higher in 2020, to a record level of 43,550.21 Another ATF report
isn’t going to stop our country’s shameful epidemic of gun violence, and we don’t need to
wait for any further research from the ATF, from any other organization, or from any other
individual to know that in order to stop the epidemic, we need to adopt stringent gun
control laws in the United States comparable to the laws in the other high income
democratic countries of the world.
The third action that the President announced was to require that modifications of firearms
that make them potentially more lethal, like the stabilizing brace that the Boulder,
Colorado mass shooter used to make his semi-automatic pistol function more like a rifle,
be subject to the 1934 National Firearms Act that. The President’s explained that National
Firearms Act “requires that a potential owner pay a $200 fee and submit their name and
other identifying information to the Justice Department, just as they would if they went out
and purchased a silencer for a gun.” As I wrote at the beginning of this message, the
measures proposed by the President to address what he calls “an international
embarrassment” are themselves embarrassingly trivial. After mass shootings in Great
Britain, Australia, and New Zealand, the governments of these countries didn’t require
permits and a nominal fee for people to continue to own the classes of weapons used in
the shootings - they completely banned the entire classes of weapons.
The President’s fourth proposed measure was “to make it easier for states to adopt
extreme risk protection order laws” and for the federal government to develop a model for
such laws.22 Extreme risk protection orders (ERPO’s), which are also known as gun
violence restraining orders (GVRO’s) or, in the President’s address, “red flag laws,” allow
family members or law enforcement to petition a judge to temporarily remove guns from
individuals deemed to be at extreme risk of harming themselves or others. California has
had an ERPO law in effect since 2016, and a study was done of the effectiveness of this
law from 2016-2018.23 During this period of time, ERPO’s were used in 414 cases, and 52
firearms were temporarily recovered. During this same period of time, though, more than
two million guns were sold in California;24 the rate of gun deaths remained steady at over
3,000 per year;25 and there were five mass shootings in which 31 people were killed and
46 people were wounded.26 Clearly, it doesn’t make sense to allow millions of people who
have no legitimate reason for owning firearms to purchase them, and afterward, try to
temporarily remove a tiny fraction of the guns sold from a few individuals who are feared
to be at the most extreme risk for harming themselves or others.
The lack of effectiveness of ERPO’s is illustrated by the mass shooting at the FedEx
warehouse in Indianapolis, Indiana, on April 15, 2021, committed by 19 year old Brandon
Hole. Hole’s mother had contacted the FBI in April of 2020 to report that he was
considering committing suicide. FBI officers interviewed Hole, placed him on a temporary
mental health hold, and seized a pump action shotgun from his home.27 Nevertheless, in
September of 2020, Hole was able to pass a background check and legally purchase the
two semi-automatic rifles he used to kill eight people and wound at least five others at the
FedEx warehouse.28
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As his fifth action to address the gun violence epidemic, President Biden announced in his
April 8 speech that he was nominating David Chipman, a 25 year veteran of the ATF, to
be the department’s director. Biden noted that the ATF hadn’t had a permanent director
since 2015. Although Biden’s action in nominating an ATF director is far better than the
inaction of the previous president who left the position open, nominating a director of an
agency that is chronically underfunded, understaffed, and required by law to use archaic
methods to achieve its mission of regulating firearms is not going to have a significant
effect in reducing gun violence. A far more significant action would have been for the
President to announce that he was forming a new department, appropriately staffed and
funded, dedicated specifically to stopping the shameful epidemic of gun violence in our
country.
President Biden went on to make several other recommendations for preventing gun
violence. He called on the Senate to pass a Senate version of H.R. 8, the House bill to
require background checks for most gun purchases. If enacted into law, H. R. 8 would
close the loophole in the original 1993 Brady Act that required background checks for gun
sales done through federally licensed firearm dealers but not through private individuals.
It’s been estimated that up to 40% of gun transfers are done through private parties.29
Enactment of H.R. 8 would be a small step forward in the right direction, but not a
definitive solution to stopping the epidemic of gun violence in our country. Background
checks, as they are done in the United States, are extremely crude instruments for
determining who should or should not be allowed to possess a gun. Our country’s guiding
policy with regard to firearm ownership is a “permissive” one.30 Anyone of a certain age
who seeks to acquire a gun in the United States can legally do so unless the government
can prove through a rudimentary background check that he or she falls into one or more
relatively narrow categories of persons being prohibited from owning firearms.
Under current federal background check criteria, even most individuals who have gone on
to commit mass shootings have been able to pass background checks and legally obtain
the firearms that they used in their horrific crimes,31 and over the past five weeks, at least
six more mass shooters have been added to that list. Most background checks are done
instantly through a computer search of a federal database to see if the prospective gun
buyer is on a list of individuals who fall into one or more categories of persons prohibited
from owning a gun. The main categories are a history of conviction for a felony32 or a
domestic violence misdemeanor; a history of involuntary commitment for mental illness;
ongoing addiction to illicit drugs; or being subject to an active court restraining order for
harassing, stalking, or threatening an intimate partner.33 There have been several high
profile cases in which even individuals who fell into one of these categories were still able
to pass federal background checks because the responsible authorities did not report the
individuals’ prohibited status to the national database.34
In all other high income democratic countries, background checks are a secondary
safeguard, not a primary one. Under the restrictive guiding policy of all other economically
advanced democracies, the prospective gun purchaser must first prove that he or she has
a legitimate reason for owning a gun and can handle one safely. Furthermore, recognizing
that there is no net protective value in owning or carrying a gun, many other high income
democratic countries, including Great Britain, Australia, and New Zealand, don’t accept
“self defense” as a legitimate reason for acquiring a firearm.35 If a person passes the initial
screen for being eligible to purchase a gun, an extensive background check is then done
by police who conduct in person interviews with the person seeking to acquire a gun and
5
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with other people who know the person, including past and present domestic partners.
In his April 8 speech, the President also called on Congress to pass a new assault
weapons ban (AWB), claiming that during the 10 years that the previous AWB was in
effect (1994-2003), “the number of mass shootings actually went down.” As I’ve noted
above, Mother Jones magazine, not the federal government, is the best source for data on
mass shootings. From 1983 through 2003, Mother Jones used the definition of a mass
shooting as one in which at least four people, not including the perpetrator(s), were killed.
Applying this definition to the 10 year epoch immediately before the federal AWB went into
effect with the 10 years during which the AWB was in place, President Biden’s claim that
the number of mass shootings went down is true – but just barely. Mother Jones
documented 17 mass shootings in the 10 year epoch prior to enactment of the AWB and
16 mass shootings during the 10 years that the AWB was in effect. It’s unlikely, though,
that the AWB was responsible for there being one less mass shooting.
Although there is clearly no legitimate reason for civilians to own automatic or semiautomatic firearms that are specifically designed to kill and maim large numbers of people
in a short period of time, it is doubtful that the federal assault weapons ban had much
effect at all during the 10 years that it was in force. The ban defined an assault weapon as
a semi-automatic firearm that could accept a detachable magazine and that had at least
two other features typically included on military weapons, such as a pistol grip, a thumbhole in the stock, or a bayonet mount. The ban grandfathered in millions of assault
weapons that were already in circulation, though, and it specifically exempted 86 different
makes of semi-automatic firearms that did not meet the definition of an assault weapon,
but that were potentially just as deadly. Moreover, U.S. gun manufacturers subsequently
produced new models of firearms with minor modifications that evaded the definition of an
assault weapon, mocking the ban by giving the new weapons prefixes like “AB” for “after
ban” or “PCR” for “politically correct rifle.”36 A U.S. Department of Justice report
summarized the shortcomings of the assault weapons ban with the statement:
The [assault weapons] provision targets a relatively small number of weapons
based on features that have little to do with the weapons’ operation, and removing
those features is sufficient to make the weapons legal.37
The new assault weapon ban that is being introduced by Senator Feinstein of California
and Representative Cicilline of Rhode Island is somewhat more restrictive than the 1994
ban in that it defines an assault weapon as a semi-automatic firearm that can accept a
detachable magazine and that has at least one, rather than two, other features typically
included on military weapons. Like the 1994 ban, though, the proposed new one
grandfathers in all the legally owned “assault weapons” already in private hands at the
time that the law goes into effect.
Other countries like Great Britain, Australia, and New Zealand reacted to mass shootings
committed with so-called “assault weapons” by banning all automatic and semi-automatic
long guns, regardless of whether they had other features typically included on military
weapons, and by requiring everyone who already owned any of the newly banned
weapons to surrender them to be destroyed in return for monetary compensation. While it
is too soon after the adoption of the 2019 New Zealand ban to evaluate its efficacy, there
were no mass shootings in Australia for 22 year following the adoption of its semiautomatic long gun ban in 1996,38 and there has been just one mass shooting in Great
Britain since 1998 when the handgun ban was adopted in addition to the 1987 semi6
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automatic long gun ban.39 The rate of gun related deaths in Australia is currently 1/12th the
rate in the United States, and the rate of gun related deaths in Great Britain is currently
1/60th the U.S. rate.40 If President Biden is serious about ending our country’s shameful
epidemic of gun violence and preventing mass shootings, he should advocate a complete
ban on all automatic and semi-automatic long guns with no grandfather clause,
comparable to the bans adopted by Great Britain, Australia, and New Zealand.
Near the end of his April 8 address, President Biden made an indirect reference to the
Lawful Commerce in Firearms Act, which Congress passed in 2005, giving gun makers
and gun dealers a degree of immunity from products liability lawsuits not enjoyed by any
other industry. The President made a folksy reference to repealing this immunity as being
his top priority. Describing the gun industry as “the only outfit that is exempt from being
sued,” Biden stated:
If I get one thing on my list — the Lord came down and said, “Joe, you get one of
these” — give me that one [repealing protection from products liability lawsuits for
the gun industry].
The Lawful Commerce in Firearms Act doesn’t give the gun industry absolute immunity
from products liability lawsuits. A suit brought by the parents of the 20 firstgraders killed in
the 2012 Sandy Hook Elementary School massacre against the maker of the semiautomatic rifle used by the young man who murdered their children is still proceeding
slowly through the courts.41 But the Act makes it extraordinarily difficult for plaintiffs to
prevail in such lawsuits. The Lawful Commerce Act was passed in 2005 by Congress
specifically to stymie lawsuits in progress at the time, including one brought by families of
the eight people killed in the mass shooting, known as the California Street Massacre, at a
law firm in San Francisco in 1993.42 The California Street shooter used two TEC-9 semiautomatic pistols to commit the murders. The gunmaker, Navegar, had advertised the
Tec-9 as an “assault-type pistol,” as having a fingerprint resistant barrel, and as being
“tough enough for your toughest customers;” and the company’s CEO boasted that sales
of the gun spiked every time it was used in a mass shooting.43 Despite these egregious
marketing tactics, the lawsuit against Navegar was thrown out as a result of the passage
of the Lawful Commerce Act. And despite the federal AWB being in effect, an almost
identical semi-automatic pistol was used in the 1999 Columbine High School mass
shooting.44
“Shameful” is not a strong enough word to describe the passage of the Lawful Commerce
in Firearms Act by Congress and the signing of the bill into law by President George W.
Bush in 2005. The Act should be repealed immediately. But like President Biden’s other
proposed actions, advocating repeal of products liability protection for the gun industry
represents low hanging political fruit, not a definitive measure to stop our country’s
shameful epidemic of gun violence. Restoring the right of grieving families to bring costly,
lengthy, and emotionally draining lawsuits against gun makers who profit from literally
“making a killing” will not bring back their loved ones, nor will it have any significant effect
in the foreseeable future in preventing other families from suffering similar tragedies.
Notably absent in the President’s April 8 address is any direct mention of handguns,
despite the fact that handguns are used in the vast majority of gun related deaths in our
country, including most mass shootings,45 and that owning or carrying a handgun confers
far greater risk than benefit to the gun owner and the gun owner’s family.46 The omission
of any direct mention of handguns is unlikely to be accidental.
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The President stated at the beginning of his address, “Nothing — nothing I’m about to
recommend in any way impinges on the Second Amendment,” and he emphasized that
any argument to the contrary would be “phony.” He reiterated near the end of his address,
“Everything that’s being proposed today is totally consistent with the Second Amendment.”
The Second Amendment states, in its entirety:
A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of
the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.
The President is correct in stating that none of the measures that he proposed were in
conflict with the Second Amendment. His omission of any mention of regulating handguns,
though, is probably a reflection of his awareness of the fact that in the rogue 2008 Heller
decision, a narrow 5-4 majority of the U.S. Supreme Court reversed over two centuries of
legal precedent in ruling that Washington DC’s partial handgun ban violated the Second
Amendment.47
The President’s first wish - if he were granted just one by a supreme being, a genie in a
magic lamp, or by Congress – as the most important measure for stopping our country’s
shameful epidemic of gun violence shouldn’t be to repeal products liability immunity for the
gun industry. It should be to ban handguns. And he should have said in his April 8 speech
that any claim that banning handguns violated the Second Amendment was not only
“phony,” but that he agreed with the late Supreme Court Chief Justice Warren Burger that
any claim that the Second Amendment guarantees an individual right to any kind of gun
ownership unrelated to service in a well regulated militia is “one of the greatest pieces of
fraud – I repeat the word, ‘fraud’ – on the American public by special interest groups that I
have ever seen in my lifetime.”48
The President should have also stated that if the Supreme Court doesn’t promptly reverse
the Heller decision, Justices Roberts, Thomas, and Alito - who were part of the 5-member
majority in Heller - and the new darlings of the gun lobby, Justices Gorsuch, Kavanaugh,
and Barrett - who were appointed to the Court by Biden’s predecessor over the past four
years - will soon find themselves with at least four additional associate justices who will
join Justices Breyer, Kegan, and Sotomayor in overturning Heller.
I’ve discussed the egregious flaws in the Heller decision, including the gross distortions of
historical facts, the circular reasoning, and the bombastic rhetoric in the Heller majority
opinion, in previous Americans Against Gun Violence president’s messages, including my
most recent message on March 25, 2021. I won’t go into further detail on the Heller
decision here, other than to reiterate that in creating a constitutional obstacle, where none
previously existed, to the adoption of stringent gun control laws in the United States
comparable to the laws in the other high income democratic countries of the world, Heller
is literally a death sentence for tens of thousands of Americans annually; and that
Americans Against Gun Violence is the only national organization in the entire United
States that openly advocates overturning Heller; and also the only organization that has
filed amicus curiae (friend of the court) briefs in important Second Amendment cases
making the point that Heller was wrongly decided.
At the conclusion of his April 8 address, President Biden calls for patience, noting that it
took five years to get the 1993 Brady bill passed and even longer to get the 1994 federal
8
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AWB passed. Patience can be a virtue in dealing with certain situations. It’s not a virtue,
though, in dealing with recurrent mass shootings, including massacres of first grade
children; or in dealing with a preventable epidemic that, as President Biden correctly noted
in his April 8 speech, results in the deaths of more than a hundred Americans and serious
injuries to at least twice that many more on an average day.
More than half a century ago, the late Senator Thomas Dodd of Connecticut stated:
Pious condolences will no longer suffice….Quarter measures and half measures
will no longer suffice….The time has now come that we must adopt stringent gun
control legislation comparable to the legislation in force in virtually every civilized
country in the world.49
Since Senator Dodd issued this statement in June of 1968, more U.S. civilians have died
of gunshot wounds than all the U.S. soldiers killed in all the wars in which our country has
ever been involved.50
Please contact the White House and let President Biden know, with all due respect, that
the measures he outlined in his April 8 speech are woefully inadequate to stop the
shameful epidemic of gun violence in our country; and please urge him to have the
political courage to openly state that the Heller decision was wrongly decided and must be
overturned; and that the United States must urgently adopt stringent gun control laws
comparable the laws in other high income democratic countries, including a complete ban
on civilian ownership of handguns and all automatic and semi-automatic long guns. And
please contact your U.S. Senators and your U.S. Representative and make the same
request of them. And finally, please join Americans Against Gun Violence, if you haven’t
already done so, and please make an additional contribution, if you’re able.
Thanks for your support. And thanks for your impatience.

Sincerely,

Bill Durston, MD
President, Americans Against Gun Violence
Note: Dr. Durston is a board certified emergency physician, a former expert marksman in
the U.S. Marine Corps, and a combat veteran decorated for “courage under fire” during
the Vietnam War.
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